
Are you ready for the real estate revolution?  
 
Have you ever wondered if the tools you’re using to find real estate clients are working?  
 
Most services to find buyer and seller leads offer diminishing returns—why pay for low-quality 
leads, indecisive buyers and sellers, or meaningless views on your profile when there is a 
better way? 
 
We know that highly-rated real estate agents deserve better. That’s where DADO comes in. 
 

Register for Free with DADO and join the real estate 
revolution. 

[Register Now] 
 

At DADO, we’re trying to remodel real estate through our revolutionary online and mobile 
platform. While other lead-generation services like Zillow and Realtor charge you simply for 
pageviews and un-qualified leads, DADO brings you only clients who are ready to buy and 
sell.  
 

Why pay for anything less? 
 

Here’s How (with Graphic Icons) 
 

Quality Leads - Unrepresented clients—not renters—subscribe to our service to be matched 
with agents who fit their needs, not look for properties. We compile all the data important to 
you—location, price range, home type, timeframe, and more—so all you do is bid for the client. 
Now, you know they are ready to do business so you can stop wasting time shooting in the 
dark.  
 
Personalized Agent Profiles - We collect all the information clients want to see—number of 
homes sold in their zip code, excellence rating, average sale price, and more—and generate a 
personalized greeting from you for the client catered to their needs. The legwork is already 
completed, so you can focus on getting in front of the client.  
 
[Alternative Personalized Agent Profiles Copy] - Our profile creation module takes all of the 
most important factors clients are looking for—number of homes sold in their zip code, 
excellence rating, average sale price, and more—and generates an attractive, efficient profile 
that delivers the best of you to your next lead.  
 



Curated Matchings - With our client-matching service, you get to choose from a client list 
catered to you. And, your profile gets matched with clients who need your qualifications. 
 
Value - Pay only for proposals seen by qualified clients. The value of your marketing is 
clear—now it’s just putting your best face forward. 
 

[Insert testimonials here] 
 

Built by the Numbers 
 

We designed DADO in part with data from a survey of 500 likely buyers and sellers, which 
means you’re using a service quality clients are looking for.  
 

Here’s what they had to say: 
 

● 89.1 percent of clients say finding the best agent they can is important to them 
● 64.2 percent of clients say it’s difficult to find quality information about agents 
● 73.3 percent want to use a free website or mobile app to find agents 
● 73.9 percent want to use a free website or mobile app to let agents make offers to them 

 
Don’t get left behind—Our revolutionary model is based on what clients are looking for, and 
designed to deliver what you need now—quality clients. 
 

So what are you waiting for? 
 

Be a part of the real estate revolution with DADO. 
[Register Now] 

 


